A. Directions: Fill in each set of blanks with the correct word from the box. Then use the boxed letters to complete the sentence.

1. How you might feel on a rainy day.  
   _____ _____ _____ _____ [Boxed Letters] _____ _____ _____

2. How you might feel if people were annoying you.  
   [Boxed Letters] _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

3. What you should do if you’ve done something mean to your friend.  
   _____ _____ [Boxed Letters] _____

4. How you might answer a question if you knew you had the right answer.  
   _____ _____ [Boxed Letters] _____ _____ _____ _____

5. How you feel if you didn’t want to do something.  
   _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ [Boxed Letters] _____

6. What you might do if you were suddenly angry.  
   [Boxed Letters] _____ _____ _____

7. Lob was an unusually perceptive ________________________________

B. Directions: Circle the word in each group that is closest in meaning to the boldfaced word.

8. agitated  
   a. reliable  b. deceived  c. restless  d. baffled

9. decisively  
   a. cruelly  b. purposefully  c. awkwardly  d. splendidly

10. erupt  
    a. explode  b. force  c. delight  d. refuse